Managing eosinophilic esophagitis: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: Eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) is a chronic and progressive immune-mediated condition defined by symptoms of esophageal dysfunction and dense eosinophilic infiltration of the esophageal mucosa. Therapies consist of anti-eosinophilic medications and specialized diets aimed to decrease the progression of EoE and alleviate its symptoms, namely, dysphagia and food impaction. Assessing response to therapy remains challenging, as treatment end points are not well defined and currently consist of clinical, histologic, and endoscopic features. Newer validated measures may help standardize treatment end points. Emerging data support the use of maintenance therapy, which may reduce disease progression. Optimal dosages, delivery techniques, and duration of treatment need to be determined. When features of fibrostenosis develop, esophageal dilation is a safe and effective adjunctive strategy for improving symptoms. In EoE cases refractory to conventional treatments, newer therapies targeting inflammatory mediators and cytokines are on the horizon.
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Introduction
Eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) is defined by symptoms of esophageal dysfunction, namely, dysphagia and food impaction in adults, in the presence of dense eosinophilic infiltration of the esophageal mucosa.1 EoE is a chronic progressive immune-mediated condition, without evidence of neoplastic transformation,2,3 that affects the quality of life and may lead to frequent emergency room visits due to food impactions.4,5 During the past 2 decades, emerging literature has improved the understanding of the pathogenesis of EoE, in turn leading to better treatment options.

There are three main strategies in the management of EoE: drugs, specialized diets, and dilation when esophageal strictures develop (Figure 1).1,6,7 Despite the different treatment options, there is no clear consensus to define end points of therapy. The current method of assessing therapeutic success is burdensome as it involves repetitive endoscopic evaluations with biopsies. One of the biggest challenges remains the management of refractory EoE, yet newer therapies are on the horizon.

Treatment end points
From a patient’s perspective, the most important treatment end point is improvement of clinical symptoms and quality of life. From a clinician’s standpoint, reducing histologic and endoscopic inflammation with medications or specialized diets is a main
treatment goal, which should translate to improved symp-
toms. Unfortunately, only modest concordance exists between
symptoms and histology.8,9 Several treatment outcomes now
have validated instruments and are available for use in both
the clinical and research settings.4,10,11

The most commonly used outcome to assess treatment
response in EoE is measurement of eosinophil count. How-
ever, other histologic variables such as microabscesses,
basal cell hyperplasia, spongiosis, and progressive lamina
propria fibrosis do exist.12 Even though measuring eosinophil
counts before and after treatment seems objective, challenges
exist in standardizing histology as a treatment end point.
First, a large discrepancy exists in the literature with regard
to using quantitative cutoffs. Studies have defined histologic

Figure 1 Treatment algorithm for EoE.
Notes: *Swallowed fluticasone or budesonide; **six-food elimination diet, four-food group elimination diet, elemental diet, allergy-test targeted elimination diet.
Abbreviations: EoE, eosinophilic esophagitis; eos, eosinophils; hpf, high-power field; PPI, proton pump inhibitor; REE, responsive esophageal eosinophilia.
response as achieving an absolute eosinophil count (from ≤1 to <15 eosinophils [eos]/high-power field [hpf]) to a reduction in the percentage of pretreatment eosinophils.13–17

Second, variability exists in the area under the microscope and the methods followed for counting of eosinophils.18

Some studies use peak eosinophilia while other studies use a mean count of several fields.19

Third, EoE manifests as a patchy condition and some biopsies may show more inflammation than others.19

Another limitation of using histology as an end point in EoE is its poor predictability of clinical response.17,20–22

Recently, a validated histology score was published which acknowledges the limitations of relying solely on eosinophil peak count.9

This score takes into account eight histologic factors that are scored based on severity and extent of inflammation. One particular benefit of this scoring system is that composite histology scores strongly correlate with treatment status.

Another commonly used treatment end point is change in clinical symptoms. Several questionnaires have been used in interventional studies, but only two instruments have been validated for EoE: the Eosinophilic Esophagitis Activity Index (EESAI) and the Dysphagia Symptom Questionnaire (DSQ).23,24 The DSQ is a simple three-question survey based on patient-reported outcomes.24

EESAI was developed by a group of international experts in EoE. It assesses dysphagia to eight different food textures in addition to behavior modification over a 7-day recall period. Although the EESAI correlated well with endoscopic features in patients with severe symptoms, it was less sensitive in patients with mild to moderate symptoms.9

The Mayo Dysphagia Questionnaire has been used in studies but has not been validated for EoE.25,26

The Straumann Dysphagia Index, which assesses frequency and intensity of dysphagia, was used in one randomized controlled trial comparing budesonide with placebo.27

Clinical improvement alone, though, does not predict regression of disease. One potential reason why only modest concordance exists between the degree of eosinophilia and clinical symptoms may be due to the involvement of other inflammatory cells besides eosinophils. A recent study described a small cohort of patients with EoE-like disease, who presented identically to EoE but without histological evidence of eosinophils in the esophagus.28

Changes in endoscopic features have been used as end points to therapy as well. A recent prospective study evaluated the accuracy of EoE Endoscopic Reference Score (EREFS), a scoring system to diagnose and monitor therapy.19 EREFS correlated well with treatment response to steroids (P<0.001), and responders to treatment had a significant reduction in score compared to nonresponders.9

The predictive ability of EREFS score was better for inflammatory (furrows, exudates, edema) compared to fibrostenotic features.9

Another study used EREFS before and after treatment with either medications or diet and found a significant reduction in score among responders to therapy.29

Although limited to specialized centers and research settings, assessing esophageal epithelial barrier integrity is a promising treatment end point. It plays a role in antigen exposure, thus leading to the inflammatory cascade. Expression of desmoglein-1 and filaggrin marker genes correlated with improvement of barrier integrity.30

Despite the availability of multiple end points, each treatment end point individually has limitations. For this reason and since EoE involves a clinical–histological diagnosis with distinct endoscopic features, therapeutic end points should continue to reflect a combination of histology, clinical symptoms, and endoscopic remission.

Role of acid suppression in EoE

The efficacy of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) for the treatment of esophageal eosinophilia has been well established in multiple studies.26,31,32

A recent systematic review of 33 studies found that over 60% of patients treated with PPI had a clinical response and 50% achieved histologic remission.33

While there has long been debate about whether PPI-responsive esophageal eosinophilia (PPI-REE) should be considered a separate entity from EoE, a recent international task force proposed that PPI-REE should be viewed as part of the EoE spectrum and that PPIs should be considered as first-line treatment.34

Studies have demonstrated that PPI-REE and EoE are virtually identical clinically, endoscopically, histologically, and even on a molecular level.35,36,37

One study found similar levels of tryptase and eotaxin-3 tissue biomarkers in EoE and PPI-REE, both of which were significantly different from controls.38

Similarly, one study found no significant difference in eotaxin-3 staining between EoE and PPI-REE, but a significant difference was observed when compared to gastroesophageal reflux disease patients.36

Another study analyzed transcriptome heat maps which showed significant overlap between PPI-REE and EoE.37 Both expressed genes involved in chemotaxis, mast cell function, and tissue remodeling and protection. PPI therapy demonstrated reversal of expression in the PPI-REE group.37

Interestingly, a potassium ion channel (KCNJ2) was found to be the only gene exhibiting a significant difference in expression in PPI-REE compared to EoE patients.37 However, the factors that dictate success with PPI remain to be elucidated, and at present, only response itself to treatment can distinguish between the phenotypes.39
Despite this consensus proposal, the dosage, frequency, duration of therapy, and optimal interval to assess response remain unclear. A recent review of nine clinical trials published between 2010 and 2015 reported response rates to PPI ranging from 36% to 69%, with histologic response defined by achieving <15 eos/hpf; however, slightly lower rates (25%-49%) were noted when stricter criteria were employed. The most commonly studied regimen, accounting for six of the nine trials, included the administration of omeprazole or esomeprazole 40 mg twice daily for 8 weeks. Similar response rates were observed in studies using 20 mg twice-daily dosing is given for a period of 6 weeks.44

Recent studies have raised insight into the mechanism of how acid suppressants may work in an allergic-mediated condition. PPIs have both antisecretory and anti-inflammatory effects.40 Acid reflux is a trigger for eosinophilia and suppression of acid improves inflammation. In one study, using tissue impedance levels, PPI therapy was effective in partially restoring the integrity of the epithelial barrier to reflux.41 There is also limited evidence demonstrating that PPIs have a direct effect on preventing eosinophil migration into the esophageal mucosa.42 This is secondary to inhibition of eotaxin-3 induced by TH2, interleukin-4 (IL-4), and IL-13.43 It remains unclear, however, why some patients respond to treatment while others do not.

Although some patients lose response to PPI over time, the majority continue to maintain improvement in symptoms and histology.44 One recent study demonstrated that over 70% of patients with esophageal eosinophilia showed a sustained response when followed for over 2 years. Interestingly, many of those who lost response to treatment were found to be positive for CYP2C19, a gene associated with rapid metabolism of PPIs. Moreover, 90% of these patients regained response with simple dose escalation of PPI.45

Phenotypes

There are two phenotypes that are described for EoE.4,29,46,47 In its earlier stages, EoE is more commonly recognized as an inflammatory condition, characterized by the endoscopic appearance of linear furrows, edema, white plaques, and without visible esophageal remodeling. This phenotype is more prevalent in children, which suggests that the duration of disease is an important contributor to esophageal remodeling. After several years, and possibly due to lack of treatment, features of fibrostenosis develop. This is defined by the presence of trachealization, a diffusely narrow esophagus, and dominant stricture formation.4,48 These two phenotypes can coexist, and in one study, a mixed phenotype was noted in the majority of EoE patients over time.4

One recent study reported that some EoE patients have an extremely narrow esophagus, defined as requiring a neonatal endoscope to traverse the stricture. The patients of this subphenotype had a longer duration of disease and were less responsive to topical steroids compared to those without extremely narrow strictures (P<0.01). In these patients, dilation should be used early in treatment in conjunction with medical or dietary therapy.49

A newly described condition, referred to as “EoE-like” disease, appears to be another phenotype of EoE in which patients present identically to EoE, but without eosinophils on biopsies. This phenotype is not only a diagnostic challenge but also opens new insights into the pathogenesis of EoE.28

Topical corticosteroids

Topical steroids are first-line therapy for EoE and can induce remission of esophageal inflammation through inhibition of proinflammatory cytokines.1,30 Swallowed aerosolized fluticasone and viscous budesonide are the two formulations currently used in practice.

In open-label trials, fluticasone demonstrated favorable histologic responses in over 90% of the cases.51,52,53 Despite initial promising reports, randomized controlled trials in both children and adults did not yield similar therapeutic success. In a randomized controlled trial in pediatric EoE patients, fluticasone induced remission in 50% of patients.13 In two randomized controlled trials of PPI-naïve adult EoE patients, treatment with fluticasone 440 µg twice daily for 8 weeks in patients demonstrated a histologic response of 15% and 19%, defined as ≤5 eos/hpf and ≤7 eos/hpf, respectively.14,26 In EoE patients unresponsive to PPI therapy, higher-dose fluticasone (1,760 µg daily) for 6 weeks led to histologic response in 62% of adult EoE patients, defined as a greater than 90% decrease in pretreatment eosinophilia.17 Similarly, in a mixed population of children and adults, higher-dose fluticasone resulted in histologic response in 65% of patients.54 These two studies suggested that response to fluticasone is dose dependent, as was noted in two recent studies where dose escalation induced a better response.15,55 Interestingly, the study by Butz et al also suggested that nonresponders to treatment had evidence of steroid resistance based on molecular gene expression.54

Budesonide can be administered through swallowing a nebulized form, as an effervescent tablet, or by swallowing a viscous slurry created with a sugar substitute. Histologic and clinical remission was achieved in 18 patients in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial using a
nebulized suspension of 1 mg budesonide twice daily for 15 days. Due to improved mucosal contact time, viscous solution showed better histologic response compared to nebulized form in a single study and is more commonly used in clinical practice. Controlled studies exist in children and adults, but differ in duration of treatment and definitions of histologic response. The response rates in these trials are higher compared to those carried out with fluticasone (52%–86%), although there are no prospective studies directly comparing the two formulations. A retrospective review of 75 EoE patients compared the efficacy of fluticasone 440 µg twice daily to budesonide 1 mg twice daily for 8 weeks. There was no significant difference in histologic response, defined as <15 eos/hpf (48% vs 56%, P=0.632). Although some correlation exists between clinical symptoms and histologic response, the degree of eosinophilia needed to induce a symptomatic response is unknown.

There is a difference in the preparation and administration of both steroids. Patients are instructed to puff and swallow an aerosolized formulation of fluticasone. This may cause decreased mucosal contact time and absorption is likely not uniform among patients. Budesonide is prepared in the form of a viscous slurry by mixing aqueous resuples with either honey or xanthan gum. Further, eating or drinking should be avoided for 30–60 minutes after administration to reduce the possibility of early drug clearance. It is important to note that current pharmacologic therapies come with specific instructions that if not followed could negatively impact therapy.

Topical steroids are safe with few reported side effects. They are most commonly reported side effect is candida esophagitis, occurring in up to 30% of cases, which appears to be dose dependent. Most cases are asymptomatic and discovered incidentally on repeat endoscopy. In one study, no adrenal suppression was reported, while in another sub-optimal cortisol stimulation was reported in a few cases.

Response to corticosteroids in EoE is lower than would be expected for an allergic immune-mediated condition. Knowledge of predictors of response may help guide patient counseling in choosing therapy by increasing steroid dosage or by focusing on alternative treatment options. Children with EoE who had more inflammation at baseline were shown to exhibit a greater response to fluticasone. Baseline dilation was found to be a predictor of response to steroids in a single study but was not reproduced in another study with a smaller sample size. Furthermore, clinical presentation or endoscopic features were not predictors of nonresponse.

### Maintenance vs on-demand treatment with topical steroids

In the majority of EoE patients, symptoms and esophageal inflammation recur following cessation of either medical or dietary therapy. Ongoing histologic inflammation can lead to esophageal remodeling with ensuing fibrosis, angiogenesis, mural thickening, and decreased esophageal wall elasticity. From a phenotypic perspective, data suggest that untreated EoE can progress from inflammatory to fibrostenotic disease with stricture formation and food impactions. To halt progression or at least delay it, maintenance therapy is recommended; however, there is limited data to support this hypothesis.

In a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled study, 28 patients were treated with 0.5 mg of a nebulized budesonide suspension daily for 50 weeks after initially achieving histologic and symptomatic remission with budesonide 2 mg daily. Subjects were instructed to nebulize the suspension of budesonide into the oral cavity and swallow continuously for ~5 minutes. Approximately two-thirds maintained clinical remission and 50% maintained histologic remission, and the study was able to demonstrate a trend toward normalization of initial esophageal remodeling. Budesonide may also decrease esophageal remodeling after 3 months of therapy.

In another study addressing short-term maintenance therapy, 93% of patients continued to maintain response, defined as <15 eos/hpf, with half the dose of swallowed fluticasone. A retrospective multivariate analysis of adults with 5 years of follow-up demonstrated a significant association between duration of treatment with topical steroids and reduced risk for food impactions. These data are encouraging for maintenance therapy; however, questions remain regarding duration of therapy, optimal dosing, and frequency of follow-up.

### Specialized diets

A dietary trigger can induce an antigen or immune-mediated response in EoE. Specialized diets offer a nonpharmacologic option that targets the underlying disease process. The three dietary management options include elemental diet, targeted elimination diet based on skin prick and patch testing, and empiric food elimination diets.

Aminoacid-based elemental diets are very effective in inducing a histologic response in EoE patients, as their use eliminates the most common dietary triggers. A meta-analysis of 13 pediatric studies demonstrated up to 90% histologic remission in EoE patients. Data for use in adults with EoE, however, are more scarce. A single adult randomized controlled study included 29 subjects of whom 38% did
not adhere to the diet.\textsuperscript{70} Of the 18 compliant patients, 72\% achieved histologic response. EoE recurred in all patients 1 week after food was reintroduced.\textsuperscript{70} Two of the aminoacid-based diets used in these studies were Neoate 1 (SHS North America, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), consisting of free amino acids, corn syrup solids, and medium-chain triglyceride oil, and EleCare Free Amino Acid-based Medical Food (Abbott Nutrition, Abbott Laboratories, Columbus, OH, USA), another clinically proven hypoallergenic formula.

In children, elemental diets may require administration through a feeding tube. This diet is expensive, has poor palatability, and can be socially limiting, especially in adults.\textsuperscript{71} This diet, though, is effective and should be considered in those who have more severe disease or have failed other therapies.

A second dietary option is the test-directed elimination diet. Allergy testing using skin prick and patch tests identifies potential triggers that can be avoided with an overall efficacy of \textasciitilde 48\% .\textsuperscript{68} Data in adults indicate that this method is less robust and less efficacious in inducing histologic remission, reported to be ~32\%, with better clinical improvement.\textsuperscript{68} Similar to elemental diets, most data are in the pediatric population.\textsuperscript{72} In children, there is a wide variability in response rates ranging from 37\% to 77\% compared to histologic remission based on one of the larger adult studies.\textsuperscript{68,73,74}

The role of allergy testing is less clear due to variations in positive and negative predictive values. In one study including adults, 67\% of subjects who had a food trigger identified by reintroduction had a negative skin prick test to all foods, while skin prick testing predicted only 13\% of food triggers.\textsuperscript{16} In a single study of 941 pediatric patients, the combination of skin prick tests and atopy patch tests had a negative predictive value of 92\%, except for milk which was 44\%. However, the positive predictive value in this study was low at 44\%.\textsuperscript{75} This differs from another study of 98 pediatric patients in which the negative predictive value of skin testing ranged from 40\% to 67\% depending on the source (milk, 40\%; egg, 56\%; soy, 64\%; wheat, 67\%).\textsuperscript{76} Knowledge of positive and negative predictive values should be taken into consideration when interpreting results of allergy testing and while counseling patients. The validity and standardization of this approach should be further studied before implementing in clinical practice.

The six-food elimination diet (SFED) potentially overcomes some of the limitations associated with the previous two specialized diets. Patients eliminate the six most commonly encountered food allergens: milk, wheat, soy, nuts, egg, and seafood. Compared to the previous two dietary approaches, this diet has been well studied in adults with homogeneity of results across well-designed studies.\textsuperscript{16,77} The overall efficacy was 73\% in children and 71\% in adults.\textsuperscript{68} In a study of 67 adults, 73\% achieved histologic response, defined as <15 eos/hpf.\textsuperscript{77} Twenty-five patients were available for follow-up at 1 year and all maintained histologic remission and remained asymptomatic. Fifteen patients were followed up at 2 years and four patients at 3 years. All remained in histologic remission and were asymptomatic without need for pharmacologic treatment.\textsuperscript{77} Although the unpredictability of allergy testing is avoided, this approach can be costly and labor intensive when searching for the dietary trigger. If the protocol is strictly followed, an esophagastroduodenoscopy is performed every 6 weeks after food is reintroduced to assess for histological response.

Approximately 85\% of patients will have one or two food triggers identified after food reintroduction with the SFED. To limit this, a four-food group elimination diet (FFGED, dairy products, wheat, egg, and legumes) was studied in 52 adults who were assessed for clinical and histologic remission after 6 weeks. Clinopathologic remission was achieved in 54\%, and 31\% (6/19) of nonresponders were successfully rescued with the SFED. Only one or two food triggers were identified in all patients, with milk being the sole trigger in 27\%.\textsuperscript{78} In most cases, strict removal of multiple foods is temporary. The primary and long-term goal is to identify and eliminate one or a few dietary triggers allowing patients to introduce nonallergenic sources of food. This dietary approach requires a motivated patient and can initially have a negative impact on quality of life, but clinical improvement should offset this first hurdle. When successful, it allows the possibility of long-term maintenance with avoidance of medications and provides patients with control over their condition.

Dilation

Some years ago, a letter to the editor concluded that dilation “should not be considered in patients with eosinophilic esophagitis”,\textsuperscript{79} a prevailing thought 1 decade ago owing to mucosal fragility of EoE, dire appearance of post-dilation deep mucosal tears, and numerous case reports of esophageal perforation.\textsuperscript{80} Since dilation does not alter the underlying pathogeneses of EoE, the most recent guidelines recommend against dilation as first-choice treatment except in certain cases.\textsuperscript{1} However, data exist in small studies in which EoE patients can maintain clinical remission over several years with only PPI and dilation.\textsuperscript{2,64}

Two studies demonstrate longevity of dilation for clinical symptoms in steroid-naïve patients. The first study followed
30 patients for a mean of 7.2 years in which eleven EoE patients required dilations. In these patients, 60% were symptom free for an average of 8.6 months. The second study was a retrospective single institution study of 13 EoE patients followed for a mean of 13 years in which dilation was performed every 2 years to maintain a lumen diameter of 17 mm. One retrospective study found 67% of patients had symptoms requiring repeat dilation every 15 months. A systematic review reported a period of clinical response lasting between 3 and 23 months. In one meta-analysis, 75% of EoE patients showed clinical improvement following dilation.

Expanding esophageal diameter is an important treatment goal of dilation in EoE. When esophageal diameter increased from 12 to 16 mm, 83% showed significant clinical improvement, \( P<0.001 \). In a study with the longest follow-up to date, 87% of patients showed symptom response after a mean esophageal lumen diameter of 15.2 mm was reached; however, 58% required repeat dilations within 12 months, often with the second dilation 4 months after the initial procedure. In surveys, 90% of patients reported mild to no dysphagia when esophageal diameter was extended to 16–17 mm. This resulted in improvement of dysphagia in over 80% of patients for up to 6 months and 67% by 12 months. Most studies support the use of dilation for symptomatic response with the understanding that repeat dilations are likely required within 1–2 years.

Several studies have assessed the safety of esophageal dilation in EoE. In a large cohort of 207 dilations, there were no perforations or episodes of major bleeding following dilation. However, 74% of patients complained of post-procedural chest pain in questionnaires, 80% reported the pain as minimal to none, and all said they would repeat the procedure. Another large cohort from a single center examined 161 patients undergoing 293 dilations and reported three perforations. The first two perforations occurred with a 45-French Savary dilator with an estimated esophageal lumen diameter of 9 mm. In this study, the frequency of major bleeding was 0.3%, and deep mucosal tears were 9.2%. The authors reported multiple dilations (odds ratio [OR] 3.7, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.73–7.91) and location of narrowing (OR 5.62, 95% CI 2.07–15.26) as risk factors for developing complications. In a study by Dellon et al, the five reported complications of deep mucosal tears and chest pain were also associated with multiple dilations (\( P=0.009 \)). However, it is debatable whether deep mucosal rents and chest pain constitute actual complications, as a tear is an intended outcome following dilation, and several patients develop self-limited chest pain following the procedure. In a recent retrospective study of 164 EoE patients who underwent a total of 486 dilations, the overall complication rate was 5%. There were no reported cases of perforations or hemorrhage that were noted; however, 4.3% experienced post-procedure chest pain. Unlike an earlier review from the same institution, through-the-scope balloon dilators had fewer complications compared to wire-guided dilators, but this difference was not statistically significant. In one meta-analysis consisting of 860 patients undergoing 992 dilations, the risk of post-procedural hemorrhage was 0.1% and perforation was 0.3%. A retrospective chart review and other similar studies have found that there is no correlation between eosinophil count and risk of perforation. In summary, these single-center studies and systematic reviews confirm the overall safety of dilation in EoE.

Management of refractory EoE

Refractory EoE is defined as the persistence of clinical symptoms and histologic inflammation despite conventional therapy following PPI, topical steroids, and specialized diets. Its management is challenging. The initial approach should focus on the reasons for treatment failure. This includes a thorough review of initial diagnostic testing for confirmation of diagnosis and excluding mimicking conditions, followed by performing a comprehensive review of the patient’s treatment history along with adherence to therapy. This is particularly true for specialized diets, as clinicians need to ensure that patients were fully adherent to therapy with avoidance of potential triggers for an adequate period of time. At times, accidental exposures or contamination from cooking utensils or cookware such as pots or pans can occur. Eating at restaurants is challenging during food elimination diets for EoE. Consultation with an allergist and nutritionist with expertise in this area is recommended for EoE patients managed with specialized diets. Surgical procedures do not have a role in the management of EoE.

Systemic corticosteroid therapy, particularly oral prednisone, has been proposed as a salvage therapy for inducing remission in topical steroid-refractory EoE. The only randomized clinical trial to compare prednisone to swallowed fluticasone demonstrated similar results for both. Given its side-effect profile, prednisone is rarely used in the treatment of EoE, especially long term.

Multiple novel monoclonal antibody therapies have been proposed and several are in various stages of clinical trials. Targets of these therapies include various inflammatory mediators including IL-5, IL-11, IL-13, and CRTH2. Some
of these novel agents have shown promising results, but none of these agents are commercially available for the treatment of EoE. In particular, each of the trials including an IL-13 inhibitor and CRTH2 inhibitor showed significant histologic response, but moderate clinical benefit in patients with refractory EoE. Both reslizumab and mepolizumab are monoclonal antibodies targeting IL-5, which plays a role in eosinophil activation. Both these agents have demonstrated significant improvement in eosinophilia; however, no significant effects on symptoms were observed when compared to placebo. Targeted immunotherapies show promise with intriguing possibilities and ultimately may play an important role in the treatment of EoE. However, to date, none of these therapies has established a clear role in clinical practice or become widely commercially available. A large multicenter trial using an IL-13 inhibitor is underway (NCT02098473).

Conclusion
Various management options are available for EoE. The treatment involves a multidisciplinary approach and consists of specialized diets with either aminoacid-based elemental diets, allergy test-targeted elimination diet, or empiric food elimination. Topical corticosteroids remain first-line treatment, and emerging data suggest maintenance therapy may decrease progression of disease from inflammatory to fibrostenotic. When strictures develop, dilation should be performed as adjunctive therapy with a goal of improving esophageal diameter and reducing frequency of dysphagia and food impactions. Defining treatment end points remains a challenge. Currently, a multifaceted approach to predict end points include histology, clinical symptoms, and endoscopic features. Management of refractory EoE poses a challenge to clinicians and adherence to therapy should be emphasized. Newer drugs on the horizon may be a viable solution for such patients.
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